Knife and Fork Set KF-160

$32.00

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Reviews (1)

KF-160

Very nice pair of utensils for eating in camp. Based on the common 18th examples. Well made with bone handles and polished steel. Fork prongs are very sharp. Knife is 10 inches long and fork is 7 inches long. Imported.

Knife and Fork POUCH KP-159

$5.00

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Reviews (1)

KP-159

Organize your table service in this handy cotton canvas pouch. Holds a total of 4 pieces. The colors may vary.

18th C Trade Knife-Square Handled KN-166

$37.50

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Reviews (1)

KN-166

Very nice knife made in the USA. Patterned after 18th century remains found in England. Blade is about 5.1/2 inches long with an overall length of approximately 9-1/2 inches. Squared hardwood handles are attached by brass pin. Sheath sold separately as our Item Number L5-177.

Deluxe Fire Starting Kit KT-197

$25.00

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Reviews (1)

KT-197

Contains all of the great stuff in our Classic Fire Starting Kit but instead of the booklet it has the Fire Making DVD. Open your box and start a fire right away. Contains:

- Stroker and Flint
- Tinder
- Charcloth
- Tin Boxes
- Fire Starting DVD

We are currently having trouble acquiring untreated tow, so we have substituted flammable jute in this fire making set. The fibers can be teased out to into a loose ball for fire building.
Tin Plate TP-29

$13.50

Sturdy, bright-finished 9-3/4" tin or steel plates. Great for camp meals. Made in the U.S.A. Lead-free and food-safe — unlike some of the imported tin plates out there. Because all tinware is prone to rust, consult this instructional video on proper care and handling of your tinware.

Pint Tapered Tin Cup TC-830

$24.00

We’re proud to offer tin cups that are hand-crafted only in the U.S.A. We’ve learned from years of experience that you can’t trust all imported tinware to be food-safe. Our Tapered Tin Cup is constructed using only lead-free solder, and like the originals, we don’t line ours with a plastic coating. This pint cup measures approximately 3-1/2" tall and 3-1/2" in diameter at the base, tapering to 3-1/4" at the top. Free of any machine stamps. Constructed using lead-free solder and no plastic sealant. Because all tinware is prone to rust, consult this instructional video on proper care and handling.

Folding Frying Pan FP-248

$88.00

This reproduction hand-forged iron skillet has a 9" diameter bottom and an 8" handle that folds into the pan for easy storage. Weighs about 1.5 lbs. This pan is hammered into shape rather than spun like many of the cheaper and less accurate imported versions. The handle is socketed for adding a longer wood handle. Comes preseasoned. Great for the trail or camp.

Pot Scrubber PS-331

$7.25

This little doodad will make cleaning your toughest pots loads of fun... and if you believe that, I have a fence that need painting. But this natural broomstraw scrubber, along with a little elbow grease is sure to tackle whatever you throw at it. About 4 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. Made in USA. Elbow grease not included.

3 tin boxes
Small Tin Box BX-223
$2.00

At 2-3/4 inches in diameter and 3/4 inches deep. These are a great tinder making box. You can also use one to store those small items that are always getting lost.

Natural Linen Haversack HS-713
$30.00

Commonly used by 18th century travelers and soldiers to carry food and personal gear. About 15 inches x 15 inches bag with shoulder strap. Natural gray linen.

Boys Hunting Frock - Colored Canvas CF-226
$58.00

Available Options:
Color:
- Natural

Size:
- Large

Boys want to look good and stay warm too. This is the same as our Men’s Hunting Frock except sized for boys. Made in preshrunk cotton canvas. Available in Small (6-8), Medium (10-12) and Large (14-16).

| BOYS' 18th-Century Shirts & Waistcoats (in inches) |
|-------------|----------|--------|--------|
| Chest       | XS: 25   | S: 27  | M: 30  |
| Neck        | XS: 9-1/2| S: 10-1/2| M: 12 |
| Sleeve      | XS: 21   | S: 24  | M: 27  | L: 28 |

Black Heavy Wool Felt Hat Blank (Unlined) HW-913
$40.00

Available Options:
Head Measurement:
- Size:

This black Heavy Wool Felt hat body is blocked to size and ready to make into your favorite style. The Heavy Wool Felt is virtually equal in weight to our Premium Felt Felt Hats, but are available at a fraction of the cost. Crown is about 4” high and the brim is about 4-1/2” to 5” wide. Not trimmed. Unlined. Works great for many time periods. Can be made into men’s hats to fit 1745’s up to 1840’s. Will make up into tricorn, cocked hats, round hats, top or slouch hats and many other styles. Give your head measurement. Available in 20”-21” (Size 6-1/2) to 24-3/8” (Size 7-3/4). Scroll down below to choose your head measurement (if you do not, it will delay your shipment, as our Customer Service Staff will need to call you or email you before processing your order). We highly recommend sizing your hat on a Hat Jack (HS-919). These are currently being made as ordered. Let us know if you have a specific delivery deadline.

See our measurement guide for help with obtaining proper measurements.
For more on our exceptional lineup of felt hats, please see our informational video.

Leather Bag LB-110
$5.00

Handy drawstring pouch for tobacco, flint and steel, musket balls or marbles. About 3 inches wide and 4 inches deep. Colors vary.
6 Candle Mold Tall CM-22a

Yes you can make your very own candles! These molds are nicely hand-crafted in the USA from bright iridescent. The tall molds will make 9 1/2 inches candles.

"El Popular" Chocolate CH-952

Sweetened with a hint of almond and cinnamon. Simmer a chunk in milk, water, or even wine, or mix with commeal for a hearty breakfast of coco-mush. 7-1/2 ounces.

Captain's Choice Coffee CB-245

A darker roast of coffees from around the world. Fresh roasted right here in Piscataway, Indiana. Sold by the Pound.

Hardy Playing Cards PC-38

Colorful facsimile of an 18th century deck. 52 cards in an original style wrapper that comes complete with a Royal duty stamp (Stamp act). Buy this deck and you can complain about being taxed without representation. For more/bigger pictures visit this item's picture page.

Wooden Dice DI-39

Don't let the Captain find you playing with this set of three wooden dice. They come with a description card which explains two basic dice games. Styles may vary.

Soldiers Mirror MR-772

Be sure to look your best before you head out to battle. 6-1/2" X 6-1/2" overall the mirror part is 3-1/2" square. Made in USA.
Handmade Soap SP-320

$5.00

Our lye soap is made from all natural ingredients in an iron kettle over an open fire. No added colorings or perfumes. Each bar weighs about 4 oz. and comes in a cloth bag.

Special Bone Buttons PKG/10 BN-46T

$3.00

PICTURE IS INCORRECT the buttons are currently a tan or light brown color. Real bone buttons. 1/2 inch.

PLEASE NOTE: THESE ARE 2 HOLE BUTTONS! Imported. Package of 10

Learn more about many of the buttons we offer in our informational video.

Pieces of Eight Set - CO-516

$6.50

The Spanish Eight Reale was probably the most commonly circulated silver coin in Colonial America. Because of an extreme shortage of small silver currencies, the Eight Reale coin was often cut into pieces or “bits”. This coin is appropriate for both 17th century and early 18th century reenactment, as it was considered legitimate in the US well into the mid-19th century. This quality reproduction set includes one complete coin, one four-bit, one two-bit, and two one-bit pieces, as well as an informational card explaining the coin’s history. Cast in Lead-free pewter from an original specimen and cut into bits here in our workshop.

Learn more about these coins and more in our video about 18th century coinage.

Pinner Apron in White Muslin AP-111

$20.00

A nice, very sturdy work apron. The bib draws to a point and attaches to your bodice with pins at the top and ties around your waist. Made in white cotton muslin (shoom). One size fits most. About 36” long from top of bib to hem.
Ladies' Bonnet in off white UC-909

$13.50

Lace-edged bonnet buttons under the chin. Off-white muslin with cotton lace and mother-of-pearl button.

Forged English Light Infantry Axe TH-164

$24.50

Similar to the British issue axe used in the Revolutionary War. Good for throwing and, with the reinforced hammer back, they make great camp tools for chopping or pounding. Full sized head with a hardwood handle. Weights is at 26 oz.

Replacement handles and leather sheath for this axe are sold separately.

Leather Belt Bag BB-716

$44.00

This leather belt bag is perfect for just slipping on the belt. You can put just about anything in it from gun accessories to your compass. This bag is about 6 inches long and 6 inches wide. Fits a belt width of up to 3-3/4 inches. Leather colors may vary.

Pocket Brass Compass S-3077

$14.00

They are cute as a button and only about as big one. The compass is brass and 1-3/8 inches in diameter and 1/2 inches deep. It has a stem and loop for hanging around your neck and a lever for stopping the needle when not in use. This again is a limited quantity item - so if they are gone before you get one don't come crying to me. Imported.
Premium White Powder Horn PH-45
$58.00

Scrimshaw artists love these high-quality white powder horns that have been picked out especially for the large quantity of white they display. Made in the U.S. These powder horns vary in size ranging from 15-1/2" to 14" long and 2-1/4" to 2-3/4" in diameter. They come with a sturdy leather strap and a beautiful hardwood plug.

Horn Comb S-3082
$8.00

These horn combs vary in color just like the cows they came from. They are a little over 5 inches long and about 1-1/2 inches high. Well made with teeth far enough apart you can actually pass it through your hair. Bonus no static electricity. Limited quantities, imported.

Tall Beeswax Candles TBC-26
$5.50

These are truly lovely candles, shining brightly while losing the air with the subtle hint of sweet honey. They are perfect for a more formal setting. Wax color varies from butter color to dark gold. 10 inches Tall.

Medium Scissors SS-328
$4.50

These are very similar to old hand forged scissors with big hand holes for leverage. The Medium scissors are 5-3/4" long. Blades are very sharp to cut a large variety of materials including leather. Styles may vary slightly from picture.

Artificial Sinew 300 yard Spool RS-335
$10.00

This artificial sinew is actually waxed nylon strands. With exceptional strength makes it ideal for sewing leather items. The strands can be used in full thickness or split for finer sewing. Golden tan color.
White Sugar Cone WS-953

$5.00

Sugar in the 18th century was frequently processed in a cone form, and we are now offering such cones in white sugar. You get a cone of white sugar wrapped in "reground" blue paper and sealed with a wax seal. They weigh roughly 7oz. Also known as loaf sugar. They are approximately 4 3/4" high and 2 1/2" across the base.

We also offer the hard to find sugar nippers for breaking the cones into usable pieces. Sugar nippers not included with your sugar.

RICE JELLY—Boil a quart of a pound of rice flour with half a pound of loaf sugar, in a quart of water. Till the whole becomes one glutinous mass, then strain off the jelly and let it stand to cool. This food is very nourishing and beneficial to invalids.

THE AMERICAN FRUGAL HOUSEWIFE

BY MRS. CHILD 1832

Wooden Bowl WB-898

$25.00

Skilledly turned by craftsmen in New England, these unfinished hardwod bowls are part of our "Heirloom Line" of quality products—items that, with proper use and care, can be passed down to future generations. Measures approximately 7" in diameter. Treating these bowls with a little mineral oil or Thompson's Wooden Bowl Finish will really bring out the beauty of the wood grain and will help protect the wood.
Vintage Primitive Folk Art Corn Husk Antique Dolls Doll Mother Child

$14.99  Buy It Now  View Details
+ $7.05 Shipping

Condition: Used
Popularity: 3 watching
Sold by: sgodbole (5915) 100% Positive feedback
Delivery: Estimated Nov. 28 @
From: Arlington, Virginia
Returns: 14 days

Replica Dice Made From Lead Bullets for Reenactment Use

Price: US $22.27  Buy It Now  Add to cart

Best Offer: Make Offer

30-day returns  Delivery in 4 days  Located in United States

Shipping: $1.20 Economy Shipping  See details
Item location: Delray Beach, Florida, United States
Ships to: Worldwide

Seller information
Secondhandellar (2015) 100% Positive feedback
Follow this seller
See other items

UP TO 70% OFF AND FREE SHIPPING
Shop top brands
TEA BRICK

SKU: 100005898

In Stock

READ / WRITE REVIEW

QUANTITY

Log in to add to your

ADD TO CART

$29.99

It's how traders transported tea back in the day. Flavorful, finely ground black tea leaves are firmly pressed into a big brick. Just break off a chunk, put in a tea infuser and steep some great historical tea.

- Has an intricate design on each side
- About 7-1/8"L x 4-1/2"W
- Net wt 17.60 oz

Note: Contains caffeine

Viking Cups Viking Drinking Horn – Authentic Medieval Mead Cup- Leak Free Beer Beaker- Food Safe Resin- Handmade Mug (NO TWO LOOK ALIKE)- Unique...

by Viking Cups

$27.99 Prime

Get it by Thursday, Nov 17

Product Features

... AUTHENTIC VIKING HORN CUP. 100% Handmade out of pure buffalo horn, this ...
Mini Horn Serving Spoon

$2.99  Sugg. $5.95

IN STOCK: Ready to Ship

ADD TO CART  FIND IN STORE  ADD TO REGISTRY »

See Color Options

Marycrafts Set of 6 Buffalo Horn Caviar Spoons with Round Handle
by Marycrafts
$24.80  Prime
Only 14 left in stock - order soon.

Sur La Table Mini Horn Serving Spoon 170001
by Sur La Table
$4.95  $2.99  + $5.99 shipping

Buffalo Horn Naturally Carved Medieval Spoon 5 Inch
by General Edge
$511  + $3.06 shipping

Unique Handcrafted All Natural Bone Toothbrush - Made By Abbeyhorn
by Abbeyhorn
$14.95  + $6.50 shipping
Only 15 left in stock - order soon.
Set of 10 Handmade Clay Marbles Game and Linen Cloth Bag

$9.99 + $3.49 shipping

Only 5 left in stock - order soon.
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